Homesign semantics

1.

Approximately 90% of deaf children are born to hearing parents. In some cases,

parents or caregivers are unable or unwilling to acquire sign language, as a result of which
the child might grow up with no exposure to a conventional public language. Nonetheless,
these children can sometimes enjoy relevant communicative success by devising
idiosyncratic gesture systems of their own. Most studies of so-called “homesign”
phenomena focus on their syntactic and morphological properties, on the evidence they
might bear of an innate grammatical capacity, or clues they might provide concerning early
stages of language evolution. Less work has been done to shed light on the fine-structure of
the homesign communicative process itself. In particular, there is surprisingly little
discussion of whether individual homesign gestures have meanings – carry semantic content
– in anything like the way that English words do.
This paper will attempt some modest first steps toward arguing that homesign is
rightly reckoned a semantic phenomenon. This argument must combat deep-seated
philosophical intuitions about what kind of phenomenon lexical semantics is and what sorts
of cognitive capacities manifest themselves in the meaningful use of words. For instance, it
is commonly argued in the post-Wittgensteinian tradition that an individual could not
succeed in meaning anything by any word w unless there existed a public convention which
determined the correct use of that word in his or her language community. 1 Differently
motivated, but arguing to a similar effect, are the many thinkers within the post-Gricean
tradition who hold that semantic content must, by its nature, be determined by arbitrary
conventions holding within a body of speakers. 2
It should be clear what challenge a semantic interpretation of homesign gestures
poses to these views: contra the Griceans, there are no public conventions which govern the
use of homesigns, since the gestures are the child’s own creation, devised in the process of
attempting, though often failing, to communicate. For the same reason, and contra the
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Wittgensteinians, there are no antecedent public standards for determining correctness of use
of a particular homesign gesture.
Semantic content is a highly theoretical notion. Accordingly, one might think that the
challenge that homesign poses to the above conceptions of semantics would be of mostly
theoretical interest. Often, however, semanticity is seen as manifesting an important, and
distinctively human, cognitive capacity; e.g., a capacity for abstract or symbolic
representation. It matters greatly to our understanding of the cognitive lives of these children
whether they can be credited with this capacity, or whether they are denied it simply as a
consequence of their lack of access to a conventional public language. I argue that evidence
favors the conclusion that homesign communication constitutes a properly semantic
phenomenon, although, as we shall see, a phenomenon that challenges common assumptions
about what a communicative system must be like.

2.

The decisive breakthrough in the study of homesign came with the demonstration, mostly

due to Susan Goldin-Meadow and associates, that these sign systems display significant degrees
of internal complexity. Specifically, homesigns differ from the gestures employed by infants at
pre-linguistic stages in that they exhibit syntactic and morphological structure strikingly
analogous to what we can recover from the utterances of hearing children with normal linguistic
development. That is, a string of homesign gestures is not simply a sequence of unrelated
segments. For instance, there is evidence of consistent functional word ordering: in contrast to
English’s act–patient–recipient ordering (“put the hat on your head”), homesigners robustly
prefer the ordering patient–act–recipient (“the hat put on your head”). 3 Further, each segmented
sign is not an unanalyzable primitive, but can be modified according to its role in the sentential
or phrasal construction, in ways analogous to how words in conventional languages are modified
to mark them as adjectives, plurals, and so on. For instance, in a three-argument predicate such a
ditransitive construction, a gesture which is ordinarily executed in “neutral” (chest-height) sign
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space can be displaced in the direction of a particular object in order to mark it as occupying the
patient role in the construction. 4
It can scarcely be doubted that homesign belongs in the broad ambit of human
communicative phenomena. While the degree and reliability of communication will vary with the
patience and ingenuity of the interlocutors, these children would hardly persist in gesturing if
they received no positive indication of interlocutor comprehension. The evidence of grammatical
structure also strongly suggests that they should be classified as linguistic phenomena. What
might remain an open question, nevertheless, is whether they should also be counted as involving
semantic phenomena, i.e., whether the individual gestures employed by the children, considered
as such, are meaningful in anything like the way that English words are.

3.

For a way to motivate a negative answer to this question, we could turn to Terrence

Deacon’s revival of the Peircean tristinction between icon, index, and symbol. 5 According to
Deacon (1997: 70), “icons are mediated by a similarity between sign and object, indices are
mediated by some physical or temporal connection between sign and object, and symbols are
mediated by some formal or merely agreed-upon link irrespective of any physical characteristics
of either sign or object.” Symbols, then, are unique in being arbitrary mappings of form and
meaning. In the whole of the natural order, the ability to deploy symbols for communicative
purposes is a distinctively human cognitive capacity. It is not a trifling matter whether
homesigners partake of this capacity or whether they are denied it as part of their lack of access
to a public conventional language. For in the next instance, Deacon argues that semantic content
is the exclusive provenance of symbolic communication, and that symbolism depends on public
conventions: “when we say that something is a ‘symbol,’ we mean that there is some social
convention, tacit agreement, or explicit code which establishes the relationship that links one
thing to another” (Deacon 1997: 71). Iconic and indexical forms of communication do continue
to play a significant supplementary role even in symbolic communication systems. But token
icons and indices are not meaningful in the way that token symbols are. Considered as such, they
are expressions of a very different, less evolved cognitive capacity.
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4.

Data to support a Deacon-inspired analysis of homesign communication are not hard to

seek. Goldin-Meadow provides the following classification of kinds of gestures found in typical
homesign:

The children [observed in the study] produced three kinds of gestures. Deictic gestures typically
were pointing gestures that maintained a constant kinesic form in all contexts. These deictics
were used predominantly to single out objects, people, places, and the like in the surroundings.
In contrast, characterizing or iconic gestures were stylized pantomimes whose form varied with
the intended meaning of each gesture (e.g., a fist pounded in the air as someone was
hammering; two hands flapping in the presence of a pet bird). Finally, marker or modulator
gestures were head or hand gestures (e.g., nods and headshakes, two-handed “flips” in which
the palm rotates from down to up) that are conventionalized in American culture and that the
children used affirm, negate, or convey doubt. (Goldin-Meadow 2005: 68)

I will here set aside modulating gestures, 6 to focus on the remaining forms, which appear to fit
neatly into Deacon’s scheme of icons and indices. Thus, Goldin-Meadow’s classification seems
to support the following diagnosis: even though each child’s gesture repertoire is idiosyncratic,
the gestures typically remain bound to two kinds of forms; those that signify by pointing (the
deictics) and those that signify by drawing a picture in the air (the iconics). Syntax and
morphology aside, this observation could plausibly lead one to suspect that what is going on here
is not semantics: the deictics can be accounted for in terms of directing the interlocutor’s visual
gaze toward particular objects in the shared environment, whereas the iconics belong in the
ambit of pictorial representation rather than semantic representation. If this is correct, then the
empirical data do not mandate our taking these gestures to have semantic properties, even
though, in an important sense, they can be used in communication. These children, one might
want to say, are pointing and they are drawing pictures. But they are not saying anything; they
are not expressing propositions in the way that speakers of conventional languages are.
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Homesign, then, should not be counted as a manifestation of a semantic or symbolic
capacity, since the individual gestures are not arbitrary mappings of form and content. By its
failure of arbitrariness, homesign communication does not allow for the flights of abstraction that
is a matter of routine in ordinary language use, but must remain tied to the here-and-now.
Homesign succeeds in mimicking some important properties of full-blown conventional public
languages, such as rudimentary syntactic and morphological structure, but not their semantic
properties.

5.

As I will argue, however, this analysis focuses too much on the outward form of

homesign gestures, failing to consider the full reach of their use in real-time communication.
Closer examination of the data reveals that the restriction to deictic and iconic gestures is
primarily a restriction on form, not on content. And as we shall see below, the separate question
of why there should even be such a restriction on form will turn out to have a natural and
intuitive answer, though one with deep and interesting consequences.
The first thing to note is that arbitrariness is a matter of degree. Even full-blown
conventional sign languages such as ASL make extensive use of deixis and iconicity. 7 This does
not mean that its individual gestures are not properly semantic, even in cases where their
meaning can be traced to their form in fairly obvious ways. Moreover, the fact that signs are
iconic in form does not mean that they are comprehended or processed as such by the signers
who nonetheless make competent use of them. 8 An illustration of this fact can be found even in
the simplest of deictic gestures. Deaf children acquiring sign language can commit pronoun
reversal errors just like hearing children sometimes do. 9 That is, cognitively normal hearing
children will sometimes refer to themselves by “you” and to the hearer by “me” or “I.” 10 In
English, this phenomenon is explained by the fact that the word forms “you” and “me” are
arbitrarily related to their meanings. Children’s early exposure to these words is typically in
situations where “me” refers to the adult speaker while “you” refers to the child. It is striking,
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then, that deaf children often make the analogous mistake in sign language, despite the fact that
the relevant gestures are, one would think, transparently deictic – the gesture for “me” involves
pointing to oneself and the gesture for “you” involves pointing to the hearer. These observations
show that these gestures can function cognitively like arbitrary mappings of form and meaning
just like words in conventional language do, in spite of their deictic form.
But ASL gestures, however much they may retain deictic or iconic form, are part of a
fully conventionalized system of communication. In what ways does the communicative use of
deictic and iconic homesigns allow for arbitrariness? For instance, following the train of thought
sketched above, it would be natural to assume that deictic gestures are restricted to referring to
concrete objects in the shared, perceptually accessible environment. This appears to be the case
for the use of deictic gestures by pre-linguistic hearing children. Homesigns, however, are
precisely not limited in this respect: homesigners make extensive use of displaced reference,
typically by way of deferred ostension. In such cases, they may be indicating an object in the
immediate environment, but referring to another, non-present object. 11 For instance, a child may
refer to her absent father by pointing to the chair in which dad usually sits. This capacity for
displaced reference is, as one might expect, delayed in deaf children, but follows a normal
developmental trajectory after its onset. 12
More impressive, however, are instances of what I will call double displacement. Where
our first example involved reference to a non-present object by way of a deictic gesture in actual
space, double displacement involves reference to an absent object by way of combining deixis
and iconicity in a projected space. Essentially, the child iconically represents a non-actual spatial
framework, and then refers to an object by its would-be location in that projected space. Thus, a
child refers to her sled by a gesture indicating an imaginary wall space and a nail on that wall
(indicated by hammering motion), this being the nail on which the sled usually hangs. This is
reference at two steps’ displacement, no longer indexed to mutually salient objects in the shared
environment. The sled is referred to by its location, the location is referred to by iconically
representing it in an imaginary space. 13 It is a complex gesture, but its meaning is simple: sled.
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With this, we see how homesigners’ use of deictic and iconic gestures in real-time
communication goes far beyond what we observe in pre-linguistic children 14 or in the gestures
adults employ to supplement their spoken utterances. 15 These uses illustrate, I argue, a
fundamentally semantic capacity at work. To the question, does these childrens’ use of signs
mean anything, does it express propositions? the natural answer seems to be “yes”: a string of
signs can express a proposition such as I would like to go sledding, please. 16

6.

It seems, then, that homesigns, in spite of being predominantly deictic and iconic in form,

allow for significant degrees of arbitrariness. It is natural to ask why there should even be this
restriction in form, if their content can range beyond. There is a simple explanation for this, but
an explanation that will require us to revisit some fundamental assumptions about how a
communicative system is structured. The restriction to deictic and iconic forms does not reflect
limitations on homesigners’ capacity for symbolic representation – that is, their (relative)
inability to introduce arbitrariness into their gestural systems –, but rather the exigencies of the
communicative situation they find themselves in. In Goldin-Meadow’s words (2005: 226): “the
deaf children must keep their gestures grounded in the here-and-now and relatively transparent,
or no one will understand them.” While there is room for the introduction of significant
arbitrariness in homesign systems, such arbitrariness must always be tempered by their
interlocutors’ capacity to comprehend. So far as these things go, then, the cognitive limitations
lie not on the side of the language-deprived child, but on the side of her interlocutors.
We can model the situation on Clark’s collaborationist account of discourse. 17 Clark
describes a dynamic process where interlocutors, building on presumed common ground, will
14
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actively seek ways of boosting information flow by between themselves by using old words with
new, context-specific meanings. Their usage thereby departs from what might be considered
conventional in the language at large. In so doing, they will carefully monitor for interlocutor
comprehension, and make the requisite adjustments where needed. Where there is no evidence of
failure of comprehension, this new mode of expression will be added to the common ground for
the next stage of discourse.
Something similar goes on in homesign communication. Starting out with simple deictic
reference and iconic representation, homesigners can get increasingly adventurous with content
over time, spurred on by evidence of comprehension at earlier stages, to the point where a
bystander (the “overhearer” rather than the “addressee” in Clark’s vocabulary) may no longer
apprehend any connection between a gesture’s form and its representational function in this
particular conversational context. Thus, homesigners will retain the deictic and iconic gesture
forms, just like discourse collaborators in Clark’s experiments continue to use the old word
forms rather than invent new ones. And just like there is no restriction in theory on the degree to
which Clark’s subjects can depart from what is considered conventional in the language at large,
homesigners also can introduce an arbitrary degree of arbitrariness into their gesture systems, so
long as their interlocutors show signs of comprehension.

7.

In conclusion: homesign communication does offer a significant challenge to our

ordinary conception of semantic communication. But the challenge is not best seen in terms of a
failure of Saussurean arbitrariness, but rather in terms of a failure of Saussurean bidirectionality.
The non-bidirectionality of homesign communication can be seen in the following: interlocutors
strive to comprehend as best as they can, but are, for the most part, incapable of reciprocating in
kind. They will use similar gesture forms, but with no grammatical structure and with few of the
enhanced functions (e.g., deferred ostension, double displacement) that the children put into
theirs. It is this failure of bidirectionality, not the childrens’ lack of symbolic cognitive abilities,
which limits their gesture repertoires to deictic and iconic forms, and which restricts the degree
of arbitrariness they can introduce into their gesture systems.
Indeed, perhaps the most decisive evidence for my interpretation comes from seeing what
happens when a number of homesigners are brought together over a longer period of time and
the restrictions which follow from the lack of bidirectionality are lifted. We possess one detailed
8

account of such an event, namely that which precipitated the emergence of the Nicaraguan Sign
Language (ISN). Freed from the limitations of interacting only with people whose primary
communicative channel is a conventional language to which they had no access, deaf children in
the Managua region of Nicaragua developed a full blown sign language from scratch over the
course of a mere 10-15 years. 18 Homesigns played a crucial causal role in this development. 19
The early stages of the development of the ISN consisted essentially in a rich tapestry of pidgins
of these various idiosyncratic homesign systems. The next stages – where the communicative
system would congeal into a full-blown language – can be seen a creole emerging from these
pidgins. But the basic gestural shapes evidenced in homesign systems are still recognizable in the
ISN. We can see, if we will, the conventionalization process as a matter of speakers converging
on a code, i.e., as settling on what a gesture is to mean in their mutual linguistic transactions
henceforth. This, however, does nothing to suggest that these gestures had no meaning hitherto.
In fact, the opposite is evidently true: they had meanings, only not conventional meanings.
Thus, the empirical evidence offers no reason to resist the conclusion that homesign
manifests a symbolic cognitive capacity, or that homesign gestures carry semantic content in
communicative contexts in ways relevantly similar to how the words of conventional languages
do.
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